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ABSTRACT  

 
Vaddadi Papaiah was the veteran modern artist in the field of Telugu painting art. He was born on September 10, 

1921 to Mahalakshmi and Ramamurthy in Srikakulam, popularly known as Sikkolu. At the age of five, he drew 

a picture of Hanuman. At the age of five, Papaiah drew a picture of Hanuman. Important scenes from Ramayana, 

Bharata, Bhagavata and Puranas, the colourful world of tunes, stars, full moon, festivals, images of celebrities, 

emotions, imaginary world, social structures, and sky is the limit for the lively paintings of Sri. Vaddadi Papaiah. 

These are all the main themes of the greatest of all the times in the world of art  of Vaddadi Papaiah, the veteran 

modern artist. The duration between 1960 and 1990 was really a golden age for children and adults who loved 

the art and who wanted to see the imaginative mythological characters in the real form.  During the half century 

between 1942 and 1990, he painted thousands of colours and monochrome pictures. He used to convert the 

character descriptions of the sages Valmiki, Vyasa, and poet Potana etc. into colours and turn each image into a 

colourful visual feist and all those pictures and paintings were liked by the all sects and categories of people in 

the society. His pictures were used for the depiction of characters and settings in mythological films. A vast 

empire can be seen in his miniature paintings. Vaddadi Papaiah has many specialties that many other Telugu 

painters do not have, both professionally and personally. He drew many mythological paintings. Along with them, 

he achieved many other peculiar things like giving life to the imaginative themes, which no other painter in the 

country could dare not even to do, think, or imagine like him, which was his speciality throughout his life.  2021 

is his centenary birth year. On this occasion, we all should memorize his talents and skills in the field of art. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS  
 

In this method data has been procured from various publications research books and papers. It has been analyzed 

and the essence has been taken from the analyzed extract.  

 

DATA AND SOURCES OF DATA  
 
Information about the Vaddadi Papaiah, A great Telugu Artist is the main Data obtained from and various 

Publications; Research Books and Papers are the sources of Data. 

 

MAIN CONTENT 
 

BASIC DETAILS OF VADDADI PAPAIAH’S LIFE 
 

Vaddadi Papaiah was born on September 10, 1921 to Mahalakshmi and Ramamurthy in Srikakulam, popularly 

known as Sikkolu. Father worked as a drill/drawing teacher in a local school. At the age of five, Papaiah drew a 

picture of Hanuman. He completed his schooling in 1938. Later he used to draw cartoons and pictures for stories 

in various magazines. Dhanikonda Hanumanthurao, a famous writer who recognized his talent, introduced 
Papaiah to the famous film maker and publisher Chakrapani. Later he worked for three decades as an illustrator 

in Chandamama and Yuva magazines published by the film making organisation “Vijaya Productions.” In the 

late 1970s, due to health problems, he came to Kashinkota village near Anakapalli and built a small home on the 

banks of Sarada river in front of the Venugopala Swamy temple on the outskirts of the village. He drew the 

pictures in that home only and sent to the publication offices by post. 

 

A VERSATILE AND PECULIAR ARTIST 
 

Important scenes from Ramayana, Bharata, Bhagavata and Puranas, the colourful world of tunes, stars, full moon, 

festivals, images of celebrities, emotions, imaginary world, social structures, and sky is the limit for the lively 

paintings of Sri. Vaddadi Papaiah. These are all the main themes of the greatest of all the times in the world of 

art of Vaddadi Papaiah, the veteran modern artist. The duration between 1960 and 1990 was really a golden age 

for children and adults who loved the art and who wanted to see the imaginative mythological characters in the 

real form. Because The great Telugu veteran modern artist Vaddadi Papaiah has fulfilled all their dreams in the 

form of the great paintings related to all those imaginative characters and brought them to this world in the form 

of his paintings. He was not only a great artist but also a great magician who sculpted the characters in 

mythological stories very beautifully in the form of colourful visual feast.   

 

2021 is his centenary birth year. On this occasion, we all should memorize his talents and skills in the field of art. 

Vaddadi Papayya is recognized as an undisputed artist in the field of Telugu art. He was born and brought up in 

an ordinary family in Srikakulam, the beautiful town situated on the banks of the holy river Nagavali. Vaddadi’s 

own efforts to reach to the unique position in the field of art is remarkable.  

 

During the half century between 1942 and 1990, he painted thousands of colours and monochrome pictures. He 

used to convert the character descriptions of the sages Valmiki, Vyasa, and poet Potana etc. into colours and turn 

each image into a colourful visual feist and all those pictures and paintings were liked by the all sects and 

categories of people in the society. His pictures were used for the depiction of characters and settings in 

mythological films. A vast empire can be seen in his miniature paintings. 
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MONOPOLY IN THE FIELD OF ART 
 

He attracted many art lovers along with the common people so much and continued his monopoly in the field of 

art for years together. His paintings were the best examples for the colourful art at that time. He uses to follow 

the traditional methods of painting always as it is, but always tried to infuse his own style into his paintings while 

depicting the characters. The most beautiful painting of “Palle Paduchu” means the village woman has totally 

become the symbol of Telugu Art. Vaddadi Papaiah showed his versatility in paintings through incorporating the 

elements of todays modern world like jeans pants, hollow necks, bulging hairs, strange earlobes and window 

skirts a half century ago which are being trending in the today's generation. That is why his pictures are natural 

portraits and be forever for all the times in this beautiful world. He has sculpted many miracles in his paintings 

like stars, full moon, tunes of music, seasons, and planets. Each of his images had a logo that reflected his unique 

impression and we can see his signature on every painting.  
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THE GREAT INSPIRATION  
 

French painter Indras and Indian painter Raja Ravi varma were the great inspiration to Vaddadi Papaiah in the 

world of art. His first painting 'Rathimanmadhulu' was published in Andhra Jyoti magazine in 1942. The great 
Telugu poet “Sri Sri” praised this art, saying that it touched his heart like the beak of a parrot.  

Works related to Children’s illustrative magazines 

 

His sketch in the May 1948 issue of 'Chandamama' in the name of an unprecedented dance and instrumental 

combination of vegetables impressed many. He painted more than five hundred arts for the cover pages of 

“Chandamama” the children's illustrative magazine from 1960 to 1992, i.e., for three decades. He continued to 

drew those cover page arts through out his entire life time and no other artist did not dare do that creative task.   

 

Vaddadi Papaiah has painted natural beautiful colour pictures and paintings in his own style for stories like 

Ramayana, Bharatha, Bhagavata, Hanuman, Shivapuranam, Aranyapuranam etc. Many of the painters can draw 

the pictures and paintings but the uniqueness of Vaddadi Papayya is that he gives life to those pictures and 

paintings.  
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A PECULIAR ARTIST WHO GAVE LIFE TO MYTHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS 
 

Vaddadi Papaiyu has many specialties that many other Telugu painters do not have, both professionally and 

personally. He drew many mythological paintings. Along with them, he achieved many other peculiar things like 

giving life to the imaginative themes, which no other painter in the country could dare not even to do, think, or 

imagine like him, which was his speciality throughout his life.  His favourite art 'Sri Rama Pattabhishekam' has 

been depicted and drawn by him many times in different angles and in different ways. Images like Durga, Shiva, 

Parvati, Hanuman, and Ganesh were created by him in many unique ways. The way he invented and picturized 

Shiva as jewelled with snakes, Mahabali hanuman in eight different angles, Panchamukha Ganesha was 

indescribable. 

 

Mahatma Gandhi, Potti Sriramulu, Alluri, Jhansi Lakshmibhai, Rani Rudramadevi, Adi Shankarulu, Ghantasala, 

Damerla Rama Rao, Vemana, Gurajada, Tyagayya, Gautama Buddha, Molla, Naganika, Srimukhu, Sri Krishna 

Devarayalu, Nannaya, Tikkana, Errana, Potana are some of the great paintings drew by him, he poured life into 

those arts.  The great artist Papaiah had given life to the paintings of rivers Vamsadhara, Nagavali, Sharada, 

Godavari, and Krishna. Papayya was a very intelligent and profound artist who brought the heavenly characters 

like Rambha, Urvashi, Menaka and Tilottama to the earth through his art. He picturized the shapes of the planets 
Rahu, Ketu, Mars, and Saturn thorough his paintings and had given lively shapes to Dakshaprajapati's daughters 

and the god of light The Moon's wives, 27 stars. 

 

The paintings of Buddha Poornima, Dola Poornima, Kamuni Punnami, Gowri Punnami, Gokula Poornima, 

Mahatma Poornima, Ramachandra Poornima are the best examples of Vaddadi Papayya's talent and imaginative 

skills. Papaiah is a wonderful painter who has reflected the cultural splendour of Telugu festivals in his paintings. 

He also drew the pictures of Telugu years but they are not available now. He used to say about his great paintings 

that “I did not do any research to draw any one of my paintings. The thought process planted in my imagination 

depicted them and given shape to mould them beautifully.” 

Papaiah's work as an artist is a noteworthy in the days when Bengali works are being written and translated in 

Telugu. His illustrations for Sarath's novel were very particularly attractive and loocrative to all the readers of 

that novel. His illustrations for novels like Devadasu, Secret of Salagrama, Nararupa Rakshasulu, Bharti, etc., 

which came from Bengali to Telugu, impressed the readers. He also painted many pictures for Nanduri Enki 

songs, Devulapalli poems and Umar Khayyam ghazals. 
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WORKINGS FOR NON-NATIVE THEMES 
 

“The artist must know about the nativity of the story. He must be well acquainted with the thought process of the 

writer or poet. He must catch and understand the main theme of the writing or poetry. Then he could do wonders 

in painting a picture depicting that character or situation.” This was his broad spectrum about the art. Vaddadi 

Papaiah mostly drew the paintings related to women as he always said that “Women are the symbol of beauty!” 

and once he drew many romantic pictures for a magazine of his time and he had shown the romance in all his 

pictures without the touch of obscenity. He loved the Cupid’s mesmerisation. It is a great fortune of the researcher 

that he has seen some of the rare paintings of him at his home in Kashimpota during this research. It is remarkable 

that he himself told some of the near and dear that those pictures drawn in black and white colours on brown 

paper sheets were not for publication but only for his own self-satisfaction. 

 

A VISIONARY OF ALL THE TIMES 
 

In the line art of 'Vatapatra Shaiki Lali' drawn by Vaddadi Papaiah almost 70 years ago, a woman submerged in 

water is depicted holding a boy up with both her hands. If you look closely at this picture, there is so much 

resemblance with the promotional poster released by the first part of the Telugu movie 'Baahubali', which recently 

created a sensation around the world. Similarly, the poster of the 1998 American comedy film 'Simon Bird' also 

resembles a lot with the Vaddadi Papaiah’s painting. Here we can imagine the foresight and artistic talent of 

Vaddadi Papaiah when we compare these modern works with the Papaiah’s age old painting.  

 

In the 1940s, many of his versatile pictures and paintings were published in the magazine 'Bala' to impress 

children. If you look at the picture normally, you will see one form, and if you turn it upside down, you will see 

another form. Ramayana Dashardha, Kaikeyi, Ram's joy, Somu's cry, Krishna-Satyabhama, Greek warrior are 

some of the important among them. At that time, these pictures created a lot of sensation in the publication 

industry. 

 

A GREAT STORY WRITER AND CARTOONIST 
 

Inspired by the first Telugu cartoonist Talishetti Rama Rao Naidu, the peculiar artist Vaddadi Papayya drew 

hundreds of cartoons in magazines such as Navulu Phulhu, Vani, Anandavani, Yuva, Andhra Jyoti etc. He used 
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to give titles to those cartoons in his own style. “Polikalu Bommalke Pranam Vaste”, “Devulla Paatlu” were some 

of those famous titles. It can be said that Papayye has brought a new enthusiasm to the stagnant Telugu satirical 

art. He believes that humour can be useful only when it analyses society well and shows its shortcomings and 

irregularities through the humour. 

  

Papaiah drew many cartoons, line drawings, colour drawings for children’s short stories of Telugu.  Shakuntala 

Katha, Kamala Tilakam, Nuruvaralicchinna Nukalamma and some other pictures have received great popularity. 

Very few people know that he has written many stories in Yuva, Chandamama, Kathamanjusha and other 

magazines from time to time. Papaiahye has completed the 'Devi Bhagavatam' started by Kodavatiganti 

Kudumbarao in Chandamama. He also wrote Vishnu Katha. He also wrote stories like Kubja, Naga, Diganta 

Rekha, Errakukka, Shankurai, Jambuloka Charita, Javali, Ashadamaniyam. If someone asks about them as usual, 

his reply to those questions was always that, "I wrote something funny. They are not stories; I am not a writer.”  
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The images printed by ‘Yuva” magazine were later returned to him to preserve in his own. The pictures published 

in Chandamama are preserved by the owner of that magazine. “Yuva” monthly Magazine used to print three or 

four colour pictures every month. Images related to emotional and imaginative characters were more among them. 

He used to give great importance to paintings related to Diwali special edition, paintings of the great people, and 

paintings related to the special themes.  

 

When it comes to Chandamama, the pictures published in the magazine are related to Puranas and legends, and 

the pictures published on the cover and back cover are made with special care. A decade ago, the management of 

the magazine published the paintings of Vaddadi Papayya under the name of Chandamama Chitrakaradu in the 

form of a book. 

 

In the year 1960, Andhravignana Samiti of Khargapur organized Vaddadi Papayya's art exhibition for the first 

time during the festival of 'Sankranti'. It is remarkable that he painted twenty colour pictures instantly with in no 

time for that exhibition. At that time, the organizers of that show honoured Papaiah by giving a reward of one 

hundred- and sixteen-rupees honorarium. Later, his art was not exhibited anywhere else. 

 

“As Shrihari is to Prahlada, art is to the artist. The innate love of art does not fade away. A true artist never counts 

the criticism. He always tries to work in his own way and always listens to his own intuition to create the best 

paintings. The qualities of the best painter are to paint the pictures which are understandable and admirable by a 

common man and which touch his heart.” This was the Vaddadi Papayya's crystal clear opinion about the art. 
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Vaddadi Papayya, a great and wise scholar in the field of art, predicted his death a year in advance and painted 

his own picture of himself. He himself said that he had a strong desire to see the picture in publication while he 

was still alive. Two months before his death, he drew the cover page art for a medical field writer from Anakapalli. 

Dr. B.G.V. Narasimha Rao's 'Manmadha Puranam' book. Researchers believe that this may have been his last 

work. Before that, B.G.V. Papaiah also gave the cover page art for the book 'Mere Doctor' written by the same 

author. Sunkara Chalapati rao wrote many articles in various magazines about an exemplary working style and 

great workings of Vaddadi Papayya. Vaddadi Papaiah can be called as a Chitrakala Yogi, Chitrakala Chakravarti, 

an immortal Painter, Chitrakala Brahma. That is the reason all his paintings are so much sacred to the field of 

Telugu art.  

 

Conclusion 
 

There is no exaggeration in saying that There is no other artist in the field of Telugu Painting as versatile as 

Vaddadi Papaiah. He has done many great things to the Telugu artistic field. All his imaginative works and 

paintings which depicted the imaginative characters and brought them to this realistic world are exemplary.   

 

RESULTS AND DESCRIPTION  

 
We can say this is all about the basic history and findings of the proper, keen, and specific research done 

by the author of this research Paper/Article Mr. Marupu Venkatesam about the “Vaddadi Papaiah, A great 

Telugu Artist”. The contents of this research can be applied and adopted for the research or study in 

Painting and Sculpture discipline. The information gathered for this research can be utilized freely at the 

will of the research scholar to get the best results further.  
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